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In recent years a significant amount of research in quantum optics has been devoted to the analysis of atomic
three-level systems and for many physical quantities the same effects have been predicted for different con-
figurations. These configurations can be split into essentially two classes. One for which the system contains a
metastable state and another where the system has two close-lying levels and coherence effects become
important. We demonstrate when and why for a wide range of parameters these two classes are, in fact,
equivalent for many important physical quantities. A unified picture underlying a large body of work on these
categories of atomic three-level systems is presented and applied to some examples.
PACS number~s!: 42.50.Lc, 42.50.ArAtomic coherence effects are essential for many impor-
tant effects in the response of an atomic system to strong
laser irradiation. The Mollow spectrum @1# for a strongly
driven two-level system has been one of the early results in
quantum optics where atomic coherence plays a significant
role. Following the detailed study of the population dynam-
ics and the spectral response of the laser-driven two-level
system ~see, e.g., Ref. @2#!, theoretical and experimental in-
terest began to shift towards multilevel configurations and, in
particular, to three-level systems. A large body of work has
been devoted to analyze all of the systems shown in Figs. 1
and 2. The systems in Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!, for example, ex-
hibit many effects based on quantum coherence such as dark
resonances @3#, electron shelving @4#, narrow spectral lines
@6–8#, electromagnetically induced transparency @9#, and las-
ing without inversion @10,11#. However, many of these, and
also other effects, had also been predicted for systems such
as those in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!, where quantum interference
does not seem to play a major role. Examples are again elec-
tron shelving @12,13#, spectral line narrowing without loss of
intensity @13,14#, electromagnetically induced transparency
@15#, and lasing without inversion @16#. Obviously, the same
effects can be found in apparently different configurations
with or without the use of quantum coherence. This suggests
an underlying structure common to all these systems.
The key result of this paper is a proof that reveals such a
common structure for the two systems depicted in Fig. 1, and
an analogous structure ~also based on a partial dressed state
picture! for the systems in Fig. 2. It is as a consequence of
this common structure, that seemingly different systems ex-
hibit for many important quantities the same physical behav-
ior. First steps toward this general result have been found for
special cases and less general level configurations in Refs.
@5# and @17# and in the context of electro-magnetically in-
duced transparency for example in Refs. @11# and @18#. We
illustrate our results with some examples discussing impor-
tant physical quantities such as photon statistics and spectra.
These examples demonstrate how the common structure de-
veloped here can be used to reveal the common origin of a
wide variety of effects for apparently different system. This
structure therefore serves to unify a large body of work that
has been devoted to three-level systems.1050-2947/2000/62~1!/015802~4!/$15.00 62 0158We begin by demonstrating that the systems shown in
Figs. 1~a! and ~b! obey equivalent master equations. The
three-level configuration in Fig. 1~a! consists of a stable
ground state 1, and the two i↔1 transitions driven by dif-
ferent lasers with Rabi frequencies V i1
(a)
. The strong 1↔2
transition decays at a rate 2G21
(a)
, and the 1↔3 transition is
metastable. The 2↔3 transition with spontaneous emission
rate 2G23
(a) is assumed to be undriven. For vanishing decay
rate G23
(a) this system is identical to the one proposed by
Dehmelt for the observation of electron shelving @12#. Its
photon statistics @12,14#, resonance fluorescence, and absorp-
tion spectra @14# has been analyzed in detail and narrow
spectral lines have been found @14#. Going over to an
interaction picture with respect to H05( i52
3 \v˜ i1
1(kl\vklakl
† akl and using standard techniques from quan-
tum optics @19#, one can derive a master equation for the
density operator of the system in Fig 1~a!. We find
r˙ (a)5
2i
\
@Hcoh ,r (a)#12G21
(a)u1&^2ur (a)u2&^1u
12G23
(a)u3&^2ur (a)u2&^3u
2~G21
(a)1G23
(a)!~ u2&^2ur (a)1r (a)u2&^2u!, ~1!
where 2G i j
(a)5e2udi j
(a)u2v i j
3 /(3pc3\e0) is equal to the Ein-
stein coefficient on the i↔ j transition and Hcoh
52( i52
3 \D i1ui&^iu1( i52
3 \V i1
(a)(ui&^1u1u1&^iu) with the
detunings D i15v˜ i12v i1, the Rabi frequencies V i1
52di1
(a)E/2\ , the dipole moments di j(a) for the i↔ j transi-
tion.
Now we would like to show that a basis change leads to
the master equations governing the dynamics of the system
shown in Fig. 1~b!. To see this we introduce a new basis for
which u28&5u2& and
u18&5cos uu1&1sin uu3&; u38&5sin uu1&2cos uu3&
~2!
with©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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V31
(a)
Al121~V31(a)!2
; l15
2D36AD3214~V31(a)!2
2 .
The basis Eq. ~2! diagonalizes the Hamiltonian H13
52\D31u3&^3u1\V31
(a)(u3&^1u1u1&^3u), and it can there-
fore be viewed as a partial dressed state picture. Shifting the
origin of energy such that it coincides with level u18& we
obtain Hcoh in the new basis
Hcoh8 52(
i52
3
\D˜ i1ui8&^i8u2\V21 cos u~ u28&^18u
1u18&^28u!2\V21 sin u~ u28&^38u1u38&^28u!,
~3!
where D˜ 215D211l1 and D˜ 315D311l12l2. In the basis
given by Eq. ~2! we find the new master equation
r˙ 85
2i
\
@Hcoh8 ,r8#2~G218 1G238 !~ u28&^28ur81r8u28&^28u!
12G218 u18&^28ur8u28&^18u12G238 u38&^28ur8u28&^38u
12G138 u18&^28ur8u28&^38u12G318 u38&^28ur8u28&^18u,
~4!
where G218 5G21
(a) cos2 u1G23
(a) sin2 u, G238 5G21
(a) sin2 u
1G23
(a) cos2 u, and G138 5G318 5(G21(a)2G23(a))cos u sin u.
FIG. 1. In part ~a! level 3 is metastable, while level 2 may decay
with rates 2G21
(a) and G23
(a) to both level 1 and level 3. The 1↔i
transitions are driven by two independent laser fields with Rabi
frequencies V i1
(a)
. In part ~b! level 2 is unstable and may decay with
rates 2G12
(b) and G23
(b) into the two close-lying lower levels 1 and 3.
The system is driven by a single laser giving rise to Rabi frequen-
cies V i1
(b)
. The angle between the dipole moments for the two tran-
sitions strongly influences the dynamics of the system.01580The key result is now the observation, that the master Eq.
~4! is of the same form as that for the system shown in Fig.
1~b!. In fact, if the dipole moments d2i
(b) for the
2↔i-transitions in the system in Fig. 1~b! form an angle f ,
i.e., cos f5d21
(b)d23
(b)/ud21
(b)uud23
(b)u, then we find the master Eq.
@5,19#
r˙ (b)5
i
\
@Hcoh
(b)
,r (b)#12G21
(b)u18&^28ur (b)u28&^18u
12G23
(b)u38&^28ur (b)u28&^38u
12AG23(b)G21(b) cos fu38&^28ur (b)u28&^18u
12AG23(b)G21(b) cos fu18&^28ur (b)u28&^38u!
2~G21
(b)1G23
(b)!~ u28&^28ur (b)2r (b)u28&^28u! ~5!
with Hcoh
(b) 52\D2u28&^28u2\V21
(b)(u28&^18u1u18&^28u)
1\(D32D2)u38&^38u2\V23(b)(u28&^38u1u38&^28u), D2
5v˜ 22v21 , and D35v˜ 32v31 . To see the equivalence be-
tween master Eqs. ~4! and ~5! we just need to choose f such
that
cos2 f5G138 G318 /G218 G238 , ~6!
where the G i j8 have been defined below Eq. ~4!. The polar-
ization of the laser in the system in Fig. 1~b! is then chosen
such that V21
(b) sin u5V23
(b) cos u which can always be satis-
fied. If in the system in Fig. 1~a! we chose G23
(a)50, one can
FIG. 2. In part ~a! the 2↔3 transition is metastable, while the
i↔1 transitions decay with rates G i1(a) . The 2↔1 and 2↔3 tran-
sition are driven by two independent laser fields with Rabi frequen-
cies V21
(a) and V23
(a)
. In part ~b! both levels 2 and 3 are lying very
close, and may decay with rates 2G i1
(b) into level 1. The system is
driven by a single laser driving both transitions. The angle between
the dipole moments for the two transitions strongly influences the
dynamics of the system.2-2
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the master Eq. ~5! with f50. Therefore the system in Fig.
1~a! with G23
(a)50 is equivalent the system in Fig. 1~b! with
parallel transition dipole moment! Furthermore, the master
equations for the system in Fig. 1~b! with nonparallel dipole
moments (fÞ0) is equivalent to the master Eq. ~4! for the
system in Fig. 1~a! with nonvanishing G23! Note that the
basis change Eq. ~2! implies that the weakly coupled state
u3& in the system in Fig. 1~a! is a superposition of the two
strongly coupled states in the system in Fig. 1~b!, i.e., quan-
tum coherence leads to a metastable superposition state in
the system in Fig. 1~b!.
Following an analogous procedure to the one for the sys-
tems in Fig. 1, we are also able to exhibit the equivalence of
the master equations for the systems shown in Figs. 2~a! and
~b!. In Fig. 2~a! both the 2↔1 and the 2↔3 transition are
driven by individual lasers at Rabi frequencies V21
(a) and
V23
(a)
, respectively. The 2↔3 transition is assumed to be
metastable while the other two transitions decay with rates
2G21
(a) and 2G23
(b)
, respectively. The system in Fig. 2~b! is a V
system where the two upper levels 2 and 3 are both unstable
and can decay with rates 2G21
(b) and 2G31
(b) to the common
ground state 1. The system is driven by a single laser which
gives rise to Rabi frequencies V21
(b) and V31
(b)
. The dynamics
of the system in Fig. 2~b! depends strongly on the relative
orientation of the dipole moments di1
(b) on the i↔1 transi-
tion. For the system in Fig. 2~a! we find the master equation
r˙ (a)52
i
\
@Hcoh ,r (a)#12(
i52
3
G i1
(a)u1&^iur (a)ui&^1u
2(
i52
3
G i1
(a)~ ui&^iur (a)1r (a)ui&^iu!, ~7!
where Hcoh52\D2u2&^2u1\V21
(a)(u1&^2u1u2&^1u)1\(D3
2D2)u3&^3u1\V23(a)(u3&^2u1u2&^3u). with D25v˜ 22v21
and D35v˜ 32v23 . Now consider the basis change for which
u18&5u1& and
u28&5cos uu2&1sin uu3&; u38&5sin uu2&2cos uu3&.
~8!
with
cos u5
V23
(a)
Al121~V23(a)!2
, ~9!
l1/25
1
2 ~D36
AD3214~V23(a)!2!2D2 . ~10!
Using the basis change Eq. ~8! we obtain
with Hcoh8 5\l1u28&^28u1\V21 cos u(u28&^18u1u18&^28u)
1\l2u38&^38u1\V21 sin u(u38&^18u1u18&^38u) the new Bloch
equations01580r˙ 85
2i
\
@Hcoh ,r8#1(
i52
3
2G i18 u18&^i8ur8ui8&^18u
2(
i52
3
G i18 ~ ui8&^i8ur81r8ui8&^i8u!
2G328 ~ u38&^28ur81r8u28&^38u!2G238 ~ u28&^38ur8
1r8u38&^28u!12G238 u1&^28ur8u38&^18u
12G328 u1&^38ur8u28&^18u. ~11!
Here G218 5G21 cos2 u1G31 sin2 u, G318 5G21 sin2 u1G31 cos2 u,
and G328 5G238 5(G212G31)cos u sin u.
If the angle between the dipole moments di1
(b) on the
i↔1-transition in the system in Fig. 2~b! equals f , we use
the correspondence between f and u ,
cos2 f5G328 G238 /G218 G318 , ~12!
and choose the polarization E of the laser such that
d2818
(b) E52\V21 cos u and d3818(b) E52\V21 sin u. Then we
find that the master Eq. ~11! is exactly equivalent to the
Bloch equations for the V system with close-lying upper lev-
els given in Fig. 2~b!. To demonstrate that the basis changes
introduced above are useful, we will now show for some
relevant physical quantities that the two systems in Fig. 2 can
exhibit exactly the same behavior. We begin with the inten-
sity correlation function of the light emitted from the atoms.
For the system in Fig. 2~a! the intensity correlation function
is given by
ga
(2)~t!52^G21
(a)s22~t!1G31
(a)s33~t!&, ~13!
where the average is taken for a system initially in the
ground state u1&. With Eqs. ~8! and ~12! we find
ga
(2)~t!52^G218 s2828~t!1G318 s3838~t!
1AG218 G318 cos f@s2838~t!1s3828~t!#&,
~14!
where the average is again taken in the ground state u18& .
Equation ~14! is identical to the intensity correlation function
gb
(2)(t) of the system in Fig. 2~b! if we choose G i j(b)5G i j8
@20#. It should be noted that identical intensity correlation
functions for the two systems in Figs. 2~a! and ~b! imply that
also the next photon probabilities for the two systems coin-
cide and therefore all properties of the photon statistics @13#.
Now consider the spectrum of the resonance fluorescence
of the two systems. For the spectrum of the system in Fig.
2~a! we find with Eq. ~8!2-3
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0
‘
dte2ivt^s21~t!s12&ss
5ReE
0
‘
dte2ivt^s2818~t!s1828 cos
2 u
1s3818~t!s1838 sin
2 u1@s2818~t!s1838
1s3818~t!s1828#cos u sin u&ss . ~15!
To maximize the visibility of coherence effects in the spec-
trum we assume that we observe the resonance fluorescence
spectrum of the system in Fig. 2~b! along the polarization
direction Eˆ of the laser. If we chose Eˆ such that Eˆ d21(b)/
Eˆ d31(b)5cos u/sin u the spectrum for the system in Fig. 2~b!
coincides with Eq. ~15!. Analogously we can show that the
absorption spectra for the two systems can be made to coin-
cide.
As an application of the above results, we demonstrate
that a number of recent results, which have previously been
considered as due to different mechanisms, are, in fact, es-
sentially equivalent. It has been pointed out that the system
in Fig. 2~a! can exhibit bright and dark periods in the reso-
nance fluorescence if the metastable 2↔3 transition is
weakly driven @12,14#. Quantitatively the same behavior has
been predicted later for the system in Fig. 2~b! @4#. The fact
that the next photon probabilities for the two systems can be
made to coincide @see discussion below Eq. ~14!#, clarifies
why electron shelving is possible in both systems. In the
system in Fig. 2~a! the electron is ‘‘shelved’’ in the meta-
stable state u3&, while in the system in Fig. 2~b! the electron
is shelved in a weakly coupling coherent superposition of the
two upper levels.
We are also able to unify recent results on the resonance
fluorescence and absorption spectra for different three-level
configurations using our approach. In Ref. @14# it has been
shown analytically, that in the system in Fig. 2~a! one can01580observe an ultranarrow peak in the spectrum of resonance
fluorescence in the same parameter regime in which the sys-
tem exhibits electron shelving. This peak can be understood
quantitatively as a widening of the coherent Rayleigh peak
due to the on-off modulation of the light intensity by the
electron shelving @14#. Subsequently, it has been proposed
that the system presented in Fig. 2~b! exhibits the same effect
@6#. There the angle between the dipole moments on the two
transitions was used to adjust the width of a narrow peak in
the spectrum of resonance fluorescence. The reason for the
existence of the narrow peak in the system in Fig. 2~b! can
now be understood quantitatively by considering the dynam-
ics of the system in Fig. 2~a! for different decay rates G31
(a) on
the 3↔1 transition @see Eq. ~12!#. As the value of G31(a) is
increased, the electron can escape the shelving state quicker.
Therefore the frequency of modulation of the resonance fluo-
rescence increases and consequently the width of the narrow
peak. Quantitative agreement for the behavior between the
two systems can be reached with the approach described
above. Following an identical argument, analogous equiva-
lences can be demonstrated in the absorption spectrum of the
systems shown in the Figs. 1 and 2. Similar equivalences are
known in the context of lasing without inversion and elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency @11,18#.
These examples show that a large body of work on the
different three-level systems can be understood and ex-
plained quantitatively analyzing just one system. The com-
mon underlying structure of the different systems explains
why and when the same physical effects can be found in
different systems. It is the hope that these results will help to
focus future efforts in theoretical analysis of these systems
and will help experimental studies of proposed effects as it
allows the use of alternative systems.
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